
DISCOVER

D P  T H E A T R E



This ISTA experience comprises a series of

fun, engaging activities that are rooted in the

essence of the DP Theatre course and IB

philosophy. They will give your students a

taste of what it’s like to study DP Theatre and

explore the kind of life skills that prepare

young people for independent study at

university and creative and collaborative skills

that make them stand out for future

employment. In short, students will leave the

workshop understanding exactly why they

should take DP Theatre!

Students will:

D I S C O V E R  D P  T H E A T R E

GOALS LEARNING  OUTCOMES

Be introduced to some of the

fundamental concepts of the IB and

DP Theatre programme.

Understand the skills gained from

taking DP Theatre.

Understand the value of studying

Theatre at Diploma level.

Build creativity, collaboration and

curiosity skills.

Have fun!

TARGET  AUDIENCE

Pre IB students, aged 14 – 16 years



CONTENT / SESSIONS OVERVIEW

Google recently analysed their workforce and hiring process to find

out the skills that were most important to them when hiring new

employees. Rather than skills in STEM subjects or having gone to

an elite science based university, what came out top of the list

were interpersonal skills – communication, social awareness,

empathy, problem solving, the ability to connect complex ideas.

When we look at the fundamental principles of the IB and the

content of the DP Theatre course, we realise that it is a

qualification that is setting students up for future success like no

other. It develops all of these desirable skills like no other subject.

In this course we will practically examine how students would use

these critical life skills in DP Theatre, giving them a clear

understanding of the value of the course.

Discover DP Theatre consists of a combination of slideshows and activities which will be sent

to you by your ISTA artist to work through on your own with your students and ‘live’

interactive workshops led by the ISTA artist through a virtual platform. Each slide show

contains video, audio and content material as well as 90 minutes of activities. The interactive

sessions led by the ISTA artist will focus on presentational material developed by the students

along with further content, activities and opportunities for reflection.

SESSION #1 – INTERACTIVE ONLINE WORKSHOP

Introduction to the experience, foundations of the IB DP Theatre course and connections to

the wider world.

SESSION #2 – INTERACTIVE ONLINE WORKSHOP
Collaboration – a focus on creating

SESSIONS #3 AND # 4 – SLIDESHOW FOLLOWED BY INTERACTIVE ONLINE WORKSHOP

Creativity – a focus on directing, spectating and designing

SESSIONS #5 AND #6 – SLIDESHOW FOLLOWED BY INTERACTIVE ONLINE WORKSHOP

Curiosity – a focus on performing

WHY IS THIS WORKSHOP OF VALUE

TO STUDENTS?



This experience is designed for pre IB classes. As such we envisage

will be taken by larger groups of students. Teachers can sign up one

class for example, or could combine classes. Either way we are

expecting approx 20 students to take part per school, per booking.

As such we have set one registration fee of GBP £1,250.(For a sign up

of 20 students this works out at approx. GBP £62 per student and

GBP £4 per hour per student).

If you have more than 20 students who wish to take part, please let

us know and we’ll discuss options with you.

FINANCES

QUESTIONS?

Please don’t hesitate to email tom@ista.co.uk with any questions

you may have.

to find out more

CLICK HERE

https://ista.co.uk/event/discover-dp-theatre/
http://ista.co.uk/
https://ista.co.uk/event/discover-dp-theatre/

